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Introduction  

AMEC appreciates the opportunity to provide further feedback to the Department of Mining, Industry 

Regulation and Safety (DMIRS) regarding carbon farming on Unallocated Crown Land (UCL). 

AMEC has supported in principle the introduction of carbon farming in Western Australia. 

This consultation has generated substantial concern within the broader mineral exploration industry.  

As you will have noted, AMEC’s previous submission was solution focused on outcomes that 

Government could commit to.  We have received substantial correspondence from members since 

the early submission of that document. This subsequent addendum to the previous submission lists a 

variety of concerns that have been highlighted that DMIRS should factor into their consideration.  

About AMEC 

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) is a leading national industry 

association representing over 460 members from all around Australia. Our members are explorers, 

emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses working in and for the industry. 

Further comments 

Below are the concerns raised by AMEC members that are in addition to the comments provided in 

the first submission. 

Legal frameworks 

AMEC has received considerable feedback citing frustration in commenting when the legal framework 

for diversification leases have not been established, nor have the affected areas been identified.  

There is substantial concern that the relationship between diversification leases, pastoral leases and 

mining tenure is not well understood sufficient to comment on the introduction of carbon farming on 

UCL.   

Map existing carbon farming and future carbon estimation areas 

AMEC were under the mistaken belief that the existing carbon farming and carbon estimation areas 

were being published as File Notations on Tengraph. This does not appear to be the case.  The lack 

of transparency on existing land information systems, such as Tengraph, the primary tool for the 

mining and exploration industry around where carbon farming is occurring currently is confusing.   

AMEC ask that the Government publish this information to increase the transparency of carbon 

farming initiatives in Western Australia. 
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25-year Term  

A further area of concern is the reference to the 'legal right' associated with the project whilst the 

proponent meets the carbon store permanence obligations.  This legal right extends to 25 years under 

the Carbon Farming Initiative Act 2011.  How this Commonwealth legislation interacts with the State 

legislation, with consideration of provisions in the Mining Act for commonwealth land is uncertain 

given recent experiences with Defence land. 

Noting, that the definition of Commonwealth land is as per Section 8: 

(a) land in respect of which the Commonwealth holds a freehold or leasehold interest; or 

(b) land that is otherwise vested in or held by the Commonwealth or vested in or held by an 

officer or person on behalf of the Commonwealth; 

Clarity is needed whether carbon farming as per the Carbon Farming Initiative Act 2011 triggers 

Section 25A of the Mining Act.  AMEC asks that this clarity is provided.  

Adjacent to DBCA land 

There is perception of an ambiguity in how the Carbon Farming initiative will be applied to the UCL 

that is former pastoral leases now managed by DBCA.  With the invitation to comment letter, stating 

that other UCL adjacent to the DBCA Managed lands may also be used, without giving any 

definition/interpretation of the word “adjacent”.  Industry has sought guidance over what is considered 

adjacent, 100m, 2km or more? 

Notification process 

Questions have been raised by Industry as to how tenure holders will be notified of the introduction of 

carbon farming to an area.  AMEC asks for guidance material to be provided to outline how the 

Government plans to operate carbon farming on UCL. 

Further consultation 

AMEC and Industry have appreciated the open and frank consultation we have been able to have 

with the Department.   

  

 

For further information contact: 
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